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DEDICATED TO PROFESSOR I. J. SCHOENBERG ON THE OCCASION 
OF HIS 70TH BIRTHDAY 
1, INTRODIJCTIO~ 
Let X be a normed linear space over the field of the real or complex 
numbers and let X’ be its dual space. We study the set-valued mapping 
which associates to each x E X the peali SC/ Q). 
First, we apply the known fact that 2’ is upper semicontinuous [12, 31 to 
some problems in the theory of Chebyshev-approximation of continuous 
vector-values functions. 
Let V be a subset of X and x t X. An element I’,, E V is called a besr 
approxirnatio~l for x by elements of the set 1,’ whenever 1; x - L’,, j: ~-. 
min{/i x - z’ 1: u E P’). For ,Y t X, we denote by P,.(x) the set of all best 
approximations for x by elements of V. The set-valued mapping PV is called 
the metric projection associated with b’. 
For T a locally compact HausdorKspace, C,,( T, X) denotes the space of 
continuous functions f: T -+ .Y which vanish at infinity. that is for each 
e -. 0 the set 
;t i: 7‘: ‘.f(t)’ El 
is compact. This linear space is provided with the Chebyshev-norm 
(In order to distinguish between the norms in C,,(r, X) and X we shall some- 
times denote the latter by I( . ii,,,). If .Y is the real axis R and T a compact space 
we shall simply write C(73 instead of C,,(T, X). 
We prove by a direct method which does not use the representation of the 
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extreme points of the unit-ball in the dual space of C,(r, X), that the gener- 
alized Kolmogorov-criterion is always sufficient to ensure that v0 E V be a 
best approximation for ,f~ C&T, X). Then we characterize the so-called 
Kolmogorov-sets, that is, those sets for which the Kolmogorov-criterion is 
also necessary. In the limiting cases this characterization reduces to one 
which is known [4, 5, 6, IO]. A direct approach to such a characterization is 
desirable because the results for C,( T. .U) are rather difficult to derive from 
the general results for normed linear spaces. cf. for instance [lo], where such 
a derivation is performed for C,,(T, H). where T is a compact and 1% a pre- 
Hilbert space. 
In the second part of the paper we study spaces X which have the property 
that to every point x,, E X there exist certain neighborhoods CJ and points 
xU E L’ such that Z(x) C Z(x,) for all .y E I/. We show that in spaces with 
this maximum property each moon is a Kolmogorov-set. (The concept of a 
moon was introduced and studied by Amir and Deutsch [I].) We show that 
the (A)-spaces of Brosowski and Deutsch [7] have this maximum property. 
Furthermore, we demonstrate that the (QP)-spaces of Amir and Deutsch [l] 
are characterized by the property that each x0 t X has a neighborhood U 
such that Z(x) C 2(x,) for every x t U. Finally, we point out that spaces 
which have this maximum property of the peak-set-mapping are strongly 
nonlunar in the sense of Amir and Deutsch [I]. 
In the third part we show how the (P)-spaces of Brown [l l] are character- 
ized by an elementary property of Z. Furthermore, we demonstrate that in 
(P)-spaces the continuity of the set-valued metric projection PV(x) associated 
with a subset V of X. which was proved by Brown for linear subspaces 
only. also holds for certain convex approximatively compact sets V. An 
example will show that this continuity is not valid for an arbitrary convex 
compact set V. 
2. THE UPPER SEXWONTI~UITY OF 2 
We begin by recalling some definitions (cf. [2, p. 1141). 
DE~INI-LION 2. I. Let T and Y be topological spaces. 
(a) A set-valued mapping A: T + Y is called upper semicontinuous 
if for each t, E T and each open set UC Y with A(t,) C U there is a neigh- 
borhood V of f, such that A(r) C I/ for all r E V. 
(b) A set-valued mapping A: T + Y is called lower semicontinuous if 
for each t, E T and each open set U C Y with A(f,) n I? i :? there is a 
neighborhood V of t,, such that A(t) n U .I :’ for all t E V. 
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The terms upper and lower semicontinuous will be abbreviated by USC and 
lsc, respectively. A set-valued mapping A: T + Y is called continuous if it 
is USC and IX. 
We assume throughout this paper that the closed unit ball 
B(Y) := ;L c x : ~ L ;/ 11 
in the dual space X’ is endowed with the weak topology 0(X’, X). Hence, 
B(X’) is compact. 
LEMMA 2.2. The bilinear ,fiwctiott Y/(x, L) :- L(x) is continuous on 
x s B(X). 
Prooj’: Let x,) E X, L,, t B(X’) and E 0. Define 
/J :zz j-y t ,y: ‘1 -y -- &) ,, c’ q2; 
and 
v :- (L E B(Y) : 1 L(x,,) .~ L&x,)1 --: c/2:. 
Then U and V are neighborhoods of so and L,, , respectively. For 
(x, L) E U x V, we obtain 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let The a topological space, andf’: T --j X a continuous 
mapping. Then the function @(t. L) : =: L(f(t)) is continuous on T x’ B(Y). 
LEMMA 2.4. The set-valued mapping Z: .Y + B(X’), which is dejined by 
Z'(X) := IL E BfX’) : L(S) :m= s i I, 
is use. 
ProoJ: By virtue of (2.2) the function F(.x, L) :p L(X) /I x ji is contin- 
uous on X i: B(X). The graph r of 2 may be represented by 
r : == {(x, L) c A’ x B(Y) : L E x(x)] 
=: {(x, L) E X x B(X’) : F(x, L) = 01. 
Hence, r is closed, and 2 is USC (cf. [2, p. 1181). 
From the continuity properties of a set-valued mapping follow continuity 
properties for some associated real functions as demonstrated in the next 
lemma, which is a consequence of a theorem of Berge [2, p. 122, Theorem 21. 
For single-valued real functions we use the usual semicontinuity concepts 
which must not be confused with those of definition (2.1). 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let T be a topological space, A: T + B(X’) an USC set-valued 
mapping such that A(t) is nonvoid and compact ,for erery t E T, arid let 
f: T + X be a continuous function, The,1 the real fLrnctions 
4(t) :== min{Re L(j.(t)) : L E A(t)], 
t)(t) :- maxjRe I-(-f(t)) : L E A(t): 
are Ix and USC, respectiveI>,. 
From (2.4) and (2.5) we may conclude the following corollary immediately. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let T be a topological space and A g : T---f X confitz- 
uous fun~t~o~ls. Then rhe real fkwztion 
is Isc. 
(b(r) := mi$Re L(f(t)) : L E Z( g(t)): 
3. THE GENERALIZED KOLMOGOROV CRITERION IN C,(T,X) 
By F(X’) we denote the set of extreme points of B(X’) and, for ;1; E X, by 
6(x) := Ep(Z(x)) the set of the extreme points of Z(x). ForfE C,(1: X), we 
define 
M(f) := ;t E T: :f(t)l~,Y = Ilf,~). 
Best approximations in a normed linear space X may be characterized by 
use of Singer’s generalization of the classical Kohogorov criterion [14, 
p. 621: Let V be a linear subspace of X, x E X\,v and 21” E V. Then z10 is in 
PV(x) if and only if 
min(Re L(c ~ z.,) : I, E G(x - L.J) 5: 0, for all c E V. 
The application of this criterion in the space C&T, X) requires knowledge 
of the extremal functionals on C,(r, X). Such knowledge is rather difficult 
to obtain. In the case T compact and X a Banach space Singer [14, p. 1911, 
and in the general case Brosowski and Deutsch [7], have proved that a linear 
functional A on C,(T, X) is extremal if and only if there is a point t, E T 
and an extreme point L,, of B(X’) such that 
-WI = hdf(t,)) for all f E C,(T, X). 
We have mentioned these results in order to show that the following 
results, which we arrive at by a direct approach, fit in the general framework 
of theorems of characterization in normed linear spaces. 
At first we state the sufficiency part of the generalized Kolmogorov cri- 
terion. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let V be CI suhse~ of’ C& 7: .Vj. md,j’ mrti I‘,, elements “/ 
C,( T: X)“, V and V, respectir3ely. Whemx:er ,/br each r e V the ineyualit~~ 
min(Re L(zft) - r,,(t)) : t t M(J’- r,,) a17d L c G(,f‘(t) -- r,,(t))) :+ 0 (1) 
holds, then so is u best upproxi~?latioi~,Jor,~ b!, eietlleri7.s gf’ V. 
Remark. At first we show that the minimum in (1) is always attained. 
Since the set 
r :-= {(f, L) E 7‘ ‘: B(k”) : t E M(J’ ~- r,,) and L t Z(J(t) - r,,(t)); 
is a compact subset of T :: B(X’). and the function 
@(t. L) : Ke L(v(t) ~~ r’,,(t)) 
is continuous on T x B(X’), there exists (r,, , L,,) E r such that 
@(f,, , L,,j -= min:@,(t, L) : ft. L) E r). 
The set 
iL, t ‘w(fn) - %(f,,)) : @Ufi * L,) 
-7 min{@(t,, . L) : L eZ(f(t,,) - r&t,,));; 
is a nonvoid extremal subset of r(f( t,,) r,,(t(,)). Therefore, it contains 
extreme points. These are also extreme points of Z(f(t,,) - vo(toj). Thus, the 
functional L, may be chosen in C(j(/,,) r’,,(lJ), and the minimum in (1) 
is attained. 
Proof’ of theorem 3.1. Suppose that I’(, is not a best approximation for 
J: Then there exists an element I’ E C’ such that 
i f(t) -.- z:(t)ii?Y <- ,,f’- r,, for ail I t 7: 
By (I), there is t,, e M(,J’- z?,,) and L,, t A(f(r,) - cJl,,)) with 
Re Lddf,) - t.,,(t,,)) 0. 
Hence, it follows that 
(2) 
which contradicts the supposed inequality (2). 
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It is well known that the Kolmogorov criterion is always necessary for 
convex but not for arbitrary sets V. Those sets V for which the Kolmogorov 
criterion is always necessary are called Kolmogoroc sets [lo]. III order to 
describe these sets geometrically Brosowski [4, 61 and Brosowski and 
Wegmann [lo] introduced the concept of regular sets. So as to avoid further 
misuse of the term “regular” we introduce here instead a property (R). 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let k. be a subset of C,(r, X). We say L’~ t V is an (R)- 
point of i/if the following requirement is fulfilled: Whenever for elements 
/‘E C’,,( T, A’), 1’ E V, and an USC set-valued mapping A: T----f &A”). which 
takes values in the set of closed subsets of B(X’) such that A(r) 3 J(j’(r)) for 
1 -c- M(f) the inequality 
Re Uc(t) - z’,,(r)) > 0 
holds for all t E M(f) and L E .4(t) n (4(X’) then there exists for every 
h 10 an element z~,, t I’such that ‘I c’,, - I’,, ,I -: h and 
Re L(o,\(t) - co(t)) 1 ' Re L(f(t)) - !fl’ 
for t F M(f) and L E A(r) n G(X). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let V he a mhset qf’ C&T, X), c0 a/T (R)-poirzt of’ Y and 
f’s C&T, X). Wllenecer Jbr an elemerzt 1: E V the itleqltality 
Re L(v(t) - c,)(t)) :- 0 lroltls,for t c- M(f’- q,) ad L E G’(f (t) -~~ u,(t)), 
then there is for ecery X .3- 0 ad eleinel?t 0, E V such that 1 c’” -- z’, ‘j c’ X and 
1’-- I’, <: :,f- Z’(, Ii. 
Proqfl From the assumption it follows that even Re L(c(t) - z:“(t)) ;- 0 
for t K M(,j ~~ r.(,) and L c z(,f(t) l,,,(t)). The set iMf,f z.,,) is compact, and 
the function 
$(f) : 7 min/Re L(v(~) ~~ 11,,(f)) : L ~z(,f(t) -- c,(t)); (3) 
is Its. by virtue of (2.6). Therefore, we have d(t) a 0 for t t M(,f‘ - P,,). 
The open set U, :- {t t T : 4(f) a,!21 conlains n/(./‘-- v~,). Since 1% ~~ r,, 
vanishes at infinity, and 4(t) .-. ;I r:(t) ~~ c,(f)( X , the set I:, is relatively com- 
pact. ci, is a neighborhood of the compact set M(f ~~ Pi). Since a locally 
compact space is a regular space, the closed neighborhoods of a compact 
set form a basis of neighborhoods. Hence, there exists an open set L’, such 
that 
.\I( f’~- r,,) c u, c is, c CJ, . 
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For f t T’t L’, : we have 
If(tj r,,(t)i x %. ‘, f I’,, (4) 
From the inclusion u, C U, it follows that 
Re L(c>(t) -- 1.&t)) ai:! ’ 0 (5) 
holds for f t o’z and L EL’(J(~) z;,(t)). Hence. r(t) ~‘&t) + 0 and 
f(t) - u&t) 7: 0 for all t r 8, 
Since iJn is compact. 
is positive. The function 
pi(t) := min( 1, a,/i’f(t) -~- Oo(t):ix) 
is continuous. (For t with [f(t) - ~,,(t)l’~ -= 0 put pi(r) =- 1.) Since 4 as 
defined in (3) is lsc, the set 
C :- {t E T: +(t) ,; 0: 
is closed, and C n L’, == c’. 
There exists a continuous function pt such that 0 :< pS(t) .:I I, pe(l) =: I 
for t E 0, and pz(r) = 0 outside CJr (cf. [13, p. 2471). Then in particular 
pz(t) vanishes for r E C. 
Now define p(t) :- pi(t) . p,(t) and f;(t) :- 1;,(f) $- p(t)(f(t) - t+,(t)) for 
t E T. By construction, we obtain fr E C,(T. X), T\C3 M(f, -- L’J 1 n2 and 
X(,fi(t) -- z;,(t)) = Z(f(r) - v,(f)) for those t which have A(t) - co(t) Y’- 0. 
Hence, it follows that Re L(v(f) - z:,,(f)) \. 0 for t E M(.f, - co) and 
L E wxt) .-- 44t)). 
By virtue of the lower semicontinuity of the function 
$,(r) := min(Re L(v(t) - r,,(t)) : L E Z(,f;(t) - r.,,(t))) 
we have 4,(f) > b ‘5 0, for t E M(.f, - u,,) and I, ~Z(,fr(t) -- o,(r)). For 
every t E M(,/; - t& the set 
A(t) := (L E B(X’) : Re L(u(r) - q,(t)) > h/2) 
is closed, and contains c@(t) -- v,,(t)). The set-valued mapping A : T -+ B( X’j 
is USC since the function @(t, L) :== Re L(c(r) -- &lo(f)) is continuous on 
T v &A”), by (2.3) and the graph of A 
r(A) := {(t, L) E T x R(Y) : c&t, L) .I b/2; 
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is closed. Now, since q, is an (R)-point of V, there exists for every X O an 
element v,, E I/ such that 1: ~~ I’(, ‘1 .: h and 
Re Ur,df) -- z.,,(f)) Re L(f;(t) ~ l.“(f)) - ‘.f; -- I‘,, 
for I CT .M( /; - P,,) and L E .4(t) 0 &(A”). (6) 
Since 1 .f(t) r’“(t); X vanishes at infinity and T’C’, is closed and disjoint 
from .W(,f‘ - r‘(,), it follows that 
e, :- max{ f(r) - r’&t) .\ : t T= T!U,; I ,I’~-. I’,, 
The set-valued mapping 
.4,(t) :== :L. E B(X’) : Re L(P(I) - l’,,(f)) h ?’ 1-c 
is USC, by the same reasons as A. Since 
A,(t) A X(.fl(t) - r,(t)) = :: for t E M(,f, - (‘o) 
the function 
&(t) := max{Re L(,f,(t) - l.,)(t)) : L E A,(t)) 
is such that 
&(tj < I,fi(f) - L’,,(t)‘lx = .fl - C(, 
for t c- M(f; ~~ t.,J. By (2.5)$, is USC. So we have 
e2 :- maxi+,(t) : t t M(,J - u,,)J < : .f; 
Choose h so that 
0 i X <- niin( f’- I’,, ~~ e, . ,f; - I’,,’ 
Then we obtain for t E T‘ b, 
q(t) - r.,(t) ,y f(t) - r”(t) ,y -L q)(1) 
e, .L A < yf’- r,,“. 
Now let I be in U, Then t is in ,W(f, -- c,,), since U, C M(.& -- P,,). For 
L E A(t) n L(X’) we obtain by (6) 
Re U.fl(r) - z>,At)) = Re U,!,(t) - l:,,(t)) + Re L(z:,(t) - c,(t)) 
T’. :~,f; - l‘,, ‘. 
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On the other hand. for L t A,(t) the inequality 
Re ML(t) --- c,Jr)) = Re W;(t) ~- ro(t)) i Re L(r,(t) t.<(r)) 
I.. c&(t) ~. A c.. r; L’,,,’ 
holds. 
Since (A(t) n 6(X’)) u A,(t) 3 G(A.‘). it follows that 
By construction off; , we have 
with a function p(r) such that 0 . . p(t) I. Therefore. for every t c: L, , we 
obtain 
which yields finally 
We are now ready to give the promised characterization of Kolmogorov 
sets in C,(T. X). 
THEOREM 3.4. A set V C C,,(T. X) is u h’oimogo~o~~ set if ud 0~1.1~ if’ each 
poht q, qf b’ is cm (R)-point of’ c’. 
Proof: Let IY be a Kolmogorov set. Suppose that there exists some 
1%” E V which is not an (R)-point. That is, there existSE C,,(T, A’), ZI t k’ and 
an USC set-valued mapping A: T --f &A”), which takes values in the set of 
closed subsets of B(X’) with A(t) 3 s(f(r) - z’,,(t)), for t E .&f(f- - l.,,); such 
that 
Re Uv(t) - v,(r)) :;- 0 
for t E M(.f’ ~- P,,) and I, c A(r) n X(.X.‘). (6Zl) 
and there exists A 0 such that. for every L’,, E V with I’, I’” -c: A, there 
exist t,, E M(/” l.,,) and L, c A(t) n G(X’) so that 
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Hence, it follows that 
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and. therefore. z’O is a best approximation for ,j” by elements of 
b;, :- [[:G v: lip - 1’ .--A’ 01, . i. 
Since 1;. is a Kolmogorov set. each local minimum of the function 
‘P(V) : = ~ ,f’ ~~ 1‘ 1 on V is a global one (cf. [IO. p. 3821) and the Kolmogorov 
criterion is necessary. implying that 
min{Re L(r(t) ~~- c’,,(l)) : t E ,M(,f’ P,,), 
L E G(f(t) - Z.,)(?))l 0 for every r c C-. 
This contradicts (6a). Hence, z:~ must be an (R)-point. 
Now let each point of V be an (R)-point. Suppose V is not a Kolmogorov 
set. Then there exist,f’E C,( T. A’) and P,, E I’ such that 1’” is a best approxima- 
tion for.f, but there is a I‘ t b. such that 
Re L(c(t) - z+Jt)) :- 0 
Since z:~ is an (R)-point. by Lemma 3.3, there is an element L’,, I: b’ with 
;I,/’ ~~ c,, in .< :!,f’-- L’,) 11. that is, z’,, is not a best approximation forf’by elements 
of d’. This contradicts our assumption. Thus. 1’ has to be a Kolmogorov set. 
So as to give an application of Definition 3.2 and to point out that the 
most familiar Kolmogorov sets, the convex sets, are easily detected by means 
of Theorem 3.4; we now prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let V be a subset qf’C,,( T, X) which is star-shaped about some 
poiut I’~ E V. Then uO is at? (R)-point qf’ V. 
Proof. Let j’~ C,(T. A’). 2; E V> and let A: T-~--f B(X’) be a set-valued 
mapping with the properties required in Definition 3.2. For h > 0, choose 
p such that 
0 < p c min(,l 2’ - c’(, j,, A) 
and define 
Since V is star-shaped about P,, , the element L’,, is in V. By construction, we 
obtain 
I’ L’A ~- 1’” ~ -zp <; x 
for r vf(.f, and L A(t) n X(.X’l. 
Hence, I‘~ is an (RI-point of l’. 
Now we consider special cases of Detinition 3.2. If I consists of just one 
point then C,,(T, X) is equal to .\’ and Definition 3.2 of an (R)-point of a 
subset V of C,,( T. .U) reduces exactly to that of a regular point I’,, of E- inter- 
preted as a subset of X as introduced in [IO]. 
For H a pre-Hilbert space with inner product (.. ,) and 7. a compact 
space, the concept of a regular point I’,, of a subset 1 of C,,( 7’. H) was stated 
by Brosowski [4, 61 as follows: A point L’,, E 1. is called regular if and only 
if, for every I’ E V. for every’ closed subset CC T and for every continuous 
function fi C-4 If with 
Re(f(l), ~(1) ~~- l,(r)) 0 for f E- C. 
there e.xists, for each h 0. an element P,, F V such that ~ I:~ - r:,) L 3 and 
First, we note that for s E H the peak set L’(X) consists of the only func- 
tional L defined by 
L( y) : = (J’, .\.,‘I x ) for ~1,: H. 
Now let 2’” be a regular point of 1:. and let f’c C,,( T. H). r t C', and let 
A: T- + B(H’) be an USC set-valued mapping such that A(r) 3 h((J(r)) and 
Re L(c(r) ~ z;,,(f)) 3 0 for f E ,M(f) and I_ E A(r) n CCH'). Then in particuIar 
Re(f(t), z(r) - co(t)) .., 0 holds for r 6 M(.f), and since I’,, is a regular point 
of P’ there exists for every h 0 a 17, LY V so that ~ v,, v, 1: > and 
2 Re(.f(t), L’,(f j -~ (.,,(I jj r,(t) /‘,,I t ,p:, for fEMM(fj 
This is equivalent to 
iIf : 1’Jf) r,Jf):H f(r) H for each t E M(f). 
Therefore. 
Re L(r-,(r) r’,,(f)) Re Lcf‘fr)) t‘l 
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holds for all t E M(f) and L L B(H’). in particular for the functionals 
L E A(r) n Q(H’) as required in Definition 3.2. 
The proof of the converse statement. that each (R)-point in C,(T, N) is a 
regular point is more difficult and makes use of parts of the proof of Lem- 
ma 3.3. Although both concepts are equivalent. the notion of an (R)-point 
is formally weaker than that of a regular point. 
4. MAXLMUM PROPERTIES OF 2 
In the Euclidean R2 the only sets L’ on which Z(x) attains a greatest 
value in the C-ordering are the sets with 0 E U and the sets which c’onsist of 
positive mutiples of one single vector. But there are spaces where each point 
admits a basis of neighborhoods U which contain points xv with Z(x) C Z(x,) 
for all x E U. The space R2 with the Chebyshev-norm is a simple example. We 
demonstrate that these spaces have some interest in investigations in “moons” 
recently done by Amir, Brosowski, and Deutsch [I. 71. 
We recall some definitions and introduce some notations. For .Y and u0 
in X we define the open cone 
Furthermore, we define the unit sphere in X 
S(,Y):=={XEX:i:X’l = II 
and the open ball 
4X” . c> := {x F x : 1: x - X” / < FI 
with center X, and radius F. 
Let V be a subset of X. An element u0 E V is called a lunar point if 
L’” E mnK(a,, whenever x E X and V n K(u, , x) # I?. The set V is 
called a lnoolz if each of its points is lunar. 
The definition of a Kolmogorov set reads in this context as follows: V is a 
Kolmogorov set if and only if V n K(v, , x) = e: whenever v0 E V is a best 
approximation for x. 
Each Kolmogorov set is a moon. The converse is not true in general. It 
has been noted [l, 71 that in certain familiar spaces, such as C(7) and II, 
each moon is a Kolmogorov set. Now we give a description of these spaces 
in terms of a property (MP) (“~XZX~MIL~~ peak set”) of 2. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. A space X is said to have property (MP) if for each 
x,, E X there exists a system YI of neighborhoods (’ of x,, such that 
(a) For every II’ E $1 there is sL ‘I C with 
ax) c z‘(.u, ) for all .Y c I‘ 
(b) For every subset WC ,‘i” which is a neighborhood of Z(.Y,,) in the 
topology n(.Y’. X) there exists L’ in ‘?I such that X(x,.) C 15’. 
For the remainder of this section we assume that the spaces X are over the 
field of the real numbers, because no spaces over the complex field have 
property (MP). To show this, let X have property (MP). and let x,, ;; 0 be 
an element of X. Then there exists a neighborhood L’ of .Y,, such that xi, ,-- 0 
and Z(x) C2(xc’) for all x in 0’. If S is over the complex held, there exists 
some scalar ~1 with Im(‘.l) ,- 0 such that XX,, t U. Since for L E Z(X.X,,) the 
equality L(ux,) t I . ” x,, , holds, the functional L, :- I/ ‘3 ( I. is in 
2(x,,). Hence, we obtain the equality 
which is impossible for xr- -+ 0. 
THEOREM 4.2. I f  X has the property, (MP) tlren werJ’ moo/~ is u Adt~rci- 
goroo set. 
Proqf: Let V be a moon and l‘(, t L’ a best approximation for ,f’c .\ by 
elements of V. We have to show 
min{L(c I’(,) : L c i, (.f’ I‘,,); 0 
for every 2’ E C’. Suppose that there is a I‘ in C such that /<(I. I’“) _’ 0 FOI 
all I, E G(f’ I’,,). Then L(c r.,,) 0 for all L c Z(,f’ I’,,) and L(I% r’,,) 
a 0 since Z(,f ~~ r*,J is compact. The set 
w :- IL t X’ : L(r lo) u.2; 
is an open neighborhood of Z( / I,,,). Since ,I’ has property (NIP) there is a 
neighborhood G of ,/‘ L’,, and g,. t U such that 2(,~) C2(pc) C M’ for all 
x E li. For,f, := l’,, 2~ ,qr. . it follows that 
i<(i. I.(,) 0 for all L : “(ii ~ I‘,,)~ 
that is z‘ E K(r:, , /I). Since C is a moon there exists for every ,\ 0 an element 
l’,, E V such that 1! v,\ l’,, !, < h and 
ur.,t 1.0) 0 XT for all /_ E-k(,/; U,,). (7) 
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We choose X :* 0 so small that B(f -- r,, , A) C U, and show that 
l!f - I‘), ,, < If-cJ. 
Suppose that j!f- z)~ !j > IIf- c,, II. Then the outer part 
z := {CA :- 8(z,,, -- z,n) : 0 0 L:’ I ; 
is convex and, since @A E 2, by assumption, nonvoid. There exists a functional, 
which separates Z, from the ball B(f, II.f-- L’,, ‘I), that is, there exists L, E X’ 
such that /i L, II = 1 and 
SUpjL,(v) : c E Z,] >.‘ inf{&(c) : 1’ t B(J: I’S - 15” ‘I)), 
whence it follows that 
L,,(zlA - Z.(,) CL 0. 
Define z.@ := z’,> + 8(~, - u,J and 
B0 := mint0 E [0, 11 : !‘,f - z:~ 1: = j- 2~~ !I). 
Then we have 
L”(~‘l?o - .f) = inf{L,)(v - .f) : u E B(,f, ~i,f - q, ~ )] = - lif - 190 ‘I
= - j “f- Z18” II. 
and, therefore, L,, E 2(.f’- L’~,,). Since z’~, E B(z., , A), the element jr- tiO is 
in U and the functional L, is in 2Y(fi - v,), and (8) contradicts (7). Thereflre, 
we have 1.f - z’~ 1’ < :~.f ~ z),, I’, which contradicts the fact that y0 is a best 
approximation for f by elements of V. Thus, the theorem is proved. 
Now we give two examples of spaces with property (MP). Let first T be a 
compact Hausdorff space. We show that X := C(T) has property (MP). Let 
f # 0 be in C(T) and define M(f) :== {t E T : ; f(r)/ = j/f]/]. The peak set 
E(f) consists of all Radon measures p on T with in p j = 1, supp(p) C M(f), 
and sf& = jif’:I. For < with 0 < E c l~,f / we define 
,I;([) := min(f(t) -t E, ~‘,f’i: - c) 
J;(t) := max(f(t) - t, - “,f~, j c). 
There is a continuous function p such that 0 2.; p(t) ~2 1, 
and 
At> = 1 for t t {t E T :fi(t) c.= il,f’i - 6: 
iJo> = 0 for t l {t E T :fi(t) = - J‘~; + G]. 
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The function 
has the property that IM( gt:) 3 izr( g) for each g E U, : z= i g I- X : 1, g -- .f‘:’ _ 
~1. Hence, 2:(g) C 2( gt;) for all g E U+ Because the sets U, form a basis of 
neighborhoods of thepointf’and the mapping 2 is USC, the requirements (a) 
and (b) of Definition 4.1. are proved. 
Let now X be the space /r of all sequences x = (xi) which are absolutely 
summable, normed by Jo .Y I’ :- z:;“_, i xi (. The dual space X’ is identical 
with I, , the space of bounded sequences. For,fE X, Z(f) is the set of all 11 
in I, such that 17, = sign(,f.) for all i with,/; -.sL 0. For E ’ I 0 define 
L, : : [g E II : l,f’~-- g _ c: u (g-(,7]. 
where gcr is given by 
\.f; 
gu.i :-- ,. 
if I,/; i . 6, 
if 1 f;- / :- E. 
Whenever g,,, # 0 for an index id N, then sign(g,) = sign(g,,i) for all 
g E U, , whence it follows that Z( gj C 2’( go) for all g E U, Since 
converges to zero for c --+ 0, the sets U, thus defined form a basis of neighbor- 
hoods off, and II has property (MP). 
In the following the set &(X’) of the extreme points of the unit ball in X’ 
is provided with the topology which is induced by 0(X’, .I’). The interior of 
a subset A of 8(X’) in this topology is denoted by A. 
Brosowski and Deutsch [7] introduced a prop&y (A) as follows: A normed 
linear space X is said to have property (A) if for each,f + 0 in X there is a 
family (g7& of elements gT in X such that 
(1) For each open subset IV of &(X’) which contains d(f) there is a 
T E T with 6’( g7) C W. 
(2) For each Q- t T, 
suplL(f‘) : I* E X(X’j;,G( ,p,)i -:I :,.f’;; 
THEOREM 4.3. Each space M1ith property (A) has property (MP). 
Proof. Letf be an element in X and WC X’ a u(X’, X)-neighborhood of 
2(f). Since each compact convex set in a locally convex space admits a basis 
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of convex and open neighborhoods, we may assume that W is convex and 
open. Because X has property (A) there exists gT in X such that 
4 (f) c L( g;) c c ( gJ c w. 
In spaces with property (A) the set-valued mapping s --, d(x) is USC‘ (cf. [7]). 
Hence: the set 
C.’ : = (/I E .Y : (: (11) c G ( ,&) j 
is a neighborhood of f: We have d ( g) C d( gT) C IV for each g E U and, 
since I+’ is a g(X’, X)-open convex subset of X’, even 2( g) C 2( ,o,:I C W for 
all g E L:. 
Amir and Deutsch [ 11 called an element q, of the sphere S(X) a quasipoly- 
l~ec/~~~l pokt (or (QP)-point) if c0 6 K(L.” , 0) n S(X). The space X i:s called a 
(PI’)-space if each c’,, in S(X) is a (QP)-point. The following theorem shows 
that the (QP)-spaces have property (MP), and gives a characterization of 
(QP)-spaces in terms of a maximum property of 2. 
THEOREM 4.4. A space .Y is a (QP)-spcrce {j’ md o111y iffor each x,, t X 
there exists m E ;> 0 .wch that z(x) C “r(x,) for x E B(x,, , c). 
Proof, Let X be a (QP)-space and x0 an element in X. For A:(, = 0 we 
have Z(.Y,) == B(X’) and the statement is trivial. Let now be x0 + 0. Then 
4‘0 ’ :=- x,,” X(, i, is a (QP)-point of S(X), that is, there exists 8 Y- 0 such that 
B( .I‘() , 6) n K(J,, , 0) C B(0, I). 
From K( .I‘,, , 0) 3 B(0, I) it follows that generally 
B( J(~ , 6) n K( y,, . 0) 1 B( ,I’~~ , 6) n B(0, 1). 
Thus, we obtain 
B(?‘,, 6) n NY,, , 0) = B( .I:” , 6) n B(O, 1). (9) 
Now let y be in S(X) n B(yO , S) and 15, in Z(y). In view of (9) there exists 
7 b 0 such that for either sign y + /^I( y. -- y) is in S(X). Thus, we obtain 
whence it follows that L,,(y,,) = L,,(J*) == I, that is L, E Z(y,). If we choose 
E in such a way that 0 < E -=: j/ x0 I/ and 11 x/l; x Ij - y0 jj < 6 for 11 x -- x,, I/ XI E 
we get the statement of the theorem. 
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To prove the inverse conclusion let x,, be a point of S(X). By hypothesis 
there is e ._ 0 such that Z(x) C .Z(.v,) for s E B(x,, . c). Now let 
5 E K(x,, , 0) n B(X” . t) and L ‘T Z(x). 
Since Z(X) C z’(x,) we obtain 
that is x E B(0, 1). We have proved 
K(x; . 0) n B(x, ) t) C B(0, l), 
whence it follows that x0 is a (QP)-point. 
In [l] the notion of a strongly nonlunar space was introduced. A point 
z10 of the unit sphere S(X) is called strongly nonfunar if for each II in K(G" , 0) 
there is an x in B(0, 1) such that u E K(z*, , x), and there exists E :- 0 so that 
B(v, 1 E) n K(v, , x) C B(0, 1). The space X is called strongly nonlunar if 
each point I+, t S(X) is strongly nonlunar. Since in strongly nonlunar spaces 
each moon is a Kolmogorov set [I, Theorem 2.181, Theorem 4.2 may also 
be proved by means of the following theorem. 
TI-IEOREM 4.5. Whenerrer x has pt’Operty (MP) then &’ is strongly nordunar. 
Proqfi Let L’,, be in S(X) and II in K(tl, , 0). This means L(u -~ 2’“) ‘.. 0 
for all L in E(q,). Since Z(zl,,) is compact, it follows that L(u - co) c’ a _ 0 
for all L t’ 2(/l,,). The set 
W :-- IL t X’ : L(zl ~~ ro) /’ a/2) 
is a neighborhood of Z(V,J. Property (MI?) ensures the existence of a neigh- 
borhood U of z:,, and an element .Y(. in ti such that Z(v) C “r(xc) C W for 
all Y E LJ. We put x1 : I‘” ~~ x, and obtain by construction L(u -- L.,,) ‘; 0 
for each L Ed = Z:(l.(, - xJ, whence u L K(q, , x1). 
There exists E _’ 0 such that B(v,, , 6) C U. Let cI be an element of 
NV, , c) n K(r,, , xJ. Thus means ,I L’~ ~- z’,, -; E and 
L(v, ~-~ 1.“) x._ 0 for each L in Z(z*, -~ x,). (10) 
We show that /I n1 // x 1. Suppose on the contrary /I cr II ‘,. 1, put z‘(~ :- 
v0 + @r - v,), and define 
19, := max(8 E [0, 1 J : )I v0 /j < l}. 
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Since /’ 11~ I/ 2 1, the closed segment [c o 0 , v,] is outside B(0, 1). By the separa- 
tion theorem, there exists a functional L, E X’, 1, L, I’ = 1, such that 
sup{&(V) : L’ E B(0, 1)) :<I inf{l,,(c) : 2’ E [co,, , rI]). 
The supremum on the left side is equal to / L, i = 1, and since Q, is a common 
boundary point of B(0, 1) and [z’~~, @,I, we obtain L,(Q) = 1 = 1: ‘:I@, ~1 that 
is L, Ed. By construction we have z!@ t U, whence it follows that 
L, E Z(.u,) = z’(o,, - x1). From L,(n,,) < 1’ and L,(E,) > 1 we obtain 
Lo(q ~~ z&J 3 0, which contradicts (10). Thus, /: uI II < 1 is proved. 
So far the proof has only used properties of the set Z(v, - x,). This set 
does not change if z:,) - x1 is multiplied by a positive factor. Passing to 
we obtain K(v, , x) = K(c, , x1), x E K(a, , x,), 1’ x - L’~ (; < E, and an argu- 
ment similar to that used in the preceding part of the proof yields x CG B(0, 1). 
This completes the proof. 
5. (P)-SPACES AND THE CONTINUITY OF THE SET-VALUED 
METRIC PROJECTION 
Brown [ll] called a normed linear space X a (P)-space if for each pair of 
elements x, z E X with 1~ x + z I[ < ” x ji there exist positive numbers c and 
b such that !I y + cz /, < 1~ y i/ for all 4’ with j/ x - y 11 < b. The following 
theorem characterizes (P)-spaces in terms of a property of 2. 
THEOREM 5.1. X is a (P)-space if and only iffor every x0 , x1 E X the follow- 
ing requirement holds: If for all x in the open segment (x,, , xl) the peak set 
Z(x) is a subset of the hyperplane H(s, - x0) := (L E X’ : L(x, - x0) == 0} 
(which is orthogonal to x1 - x0) then there exisfs a neighborhood U ef(x,, , xl) 
such that Z(x) C H(x, - x,,) for all x E I/. 
Proof. Let first X be a (P)-space and x,, , x1 E X such that 2(x) C H(x, - x,) 
for all x E (x,, x,), and let x2 be an element of (x0. x1). We define 
z : L-= 3(x1 - x,,) with 
0 < .y < min(i/ x2 - x0 1, 1~ x2 - x1 ;I)/,: x1 - x0 I!. 
Since L(z) = 0 for L E x=(x, + z), we obtain for either seign 
1’ x, Ii 3 max(Re L(x,) : L E 2(x, & z)} 
= max{Re L(x, & z) : L E 2(x, & z)] 
== !I x2 f z;j. 
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Because X is a (P)-space there exist L 0 and a neighborhood b(x,) of x2 
such that 
For every fixed 1’. z the function #(y) : J’ i yz is a convex function in 
y. Hence, it follows by virtue of (I I) that ‘y -C y; / = ~3 ’ for all real y 
with 1 y : :- c. That means that for each point 1’ E U(x,) there is a segment 
S :=- (x cz, y -I- cz), parallel to (so . sr), such that i; x !! =: ’ J' I for ail 
x t S. Hence, we obtain Z(J.) c fj(x, ~~- A-,,). and the set 
0’:.- (j L’( .YJ 
f2CC.1.,,.C,, 
is a neighborhood of (x, . x1) with the property that Z(x) C H(.u, -- A-~,) for 
all x E U. 
Now we prove the converse implication. Let x0 , 3 be elements of A’ such 
that j, x,, j- z i :..: jl x0 ‘j. Without loss of generality, we may assume z ,k 0. We 
consider two cases. 
Let first :, xU 4 AZ /, i: i xU , Since the function 
is continuous and F(x,) 0 by assumption, there is a neighborhood U of 
x0 such that E(x) Y- 0 for every x E U. Therefore, there exists b I 0 such that 
with c = l/2 the inequality 1’~’ ml- c-7 ,’ %-: ~ y holds for all ~1 with 
j; y -~ x0 ;I -.’ b. 
Now we consider the second case : x,, - AZ I == 1; .x0 1’. Put x1 :-p x0 .i- z 
and $(r) :- ;i x0 + yz 11. Then II, is convex and takes the value 1( x,, 11 at the 
three positions y =~ 0, :, 1: hence, $1 must be constant in the domain 
0 :Y y I..- I. Thus, each x in the segment (x,, , xl) has the norm ‘, x 1 -= 
II y _,r (1. Therefore, we have Z(x) C H(x, s,J for every x in (.u, , x1). 
By hypothesis there is a neighborhood U for (x, , x,) such that 
Z(x) C U(x, x0) for all x E U. Now let .Y? be an element in (.Q , x1). We 
choose positive numbers b and c in such a way that 
(x t X : ,I x - .Y, l1 .: 2b) C U and e < b/,1 z,:. 
For each 4’ with 1; 4’ - x2 /I < b the inequality 
I I’ + cz -- x2 / .:; 1’ y  - x2 IN -! c 11 z 1: c 26 
holds, and, therefore, J? + cz is in I/‘. Hence, we have 
Z(J’ $- cz) c H(x, - x0) 
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and 
Then 
1~ y ~1 > max{Re L( .r) : L E 2(y -t cz)) 
== max{Re I.(y + CZ) : L E 2(y + CZ)) = i/y -I- cz 11. 
Generally, when so constructed, U is not a neighborhood of x0. Yet the 
numbers b and c obtained above are also applicable for x,, as we shall now 
see. 
For fixed y and z the function #(y) == i) y + yz )I is convex, and, hence, 
the difference 4(y) := 4(y) ~ $(r -I- j c is monotone nonincreasing. Let now 
y be such that 
- 
and 
l’y 1_ cz II = $43 - #CC> 
2 #(Yo) - $(r0 f- c) = II Y + yoz I! - i! y  t- y(,z + cz ,I 
= IIylIi - l!yl + cz/, 2 0 
,1 - 
as was shown in the preceding part of the proof. Thus, the theorem is proved. 
By means of this characterization we can now exhibit a class of (P)-spaces. 
THEOREM 5.2. Each (QP)-space X is a (P)-space. 
Proof. Let x0 , x1 be elements of X such that 2(x) C H(x, - .x0) for all 
x in the segment (x,) , x1). Since X is a (QP)-space there exists by virtue of 
Theorem 4.4. for every x E X a neighborhood U(x) such that 2(y) C Z(x) 
for all J’ t U(x). The set 
u := u U(x) 
.7Z(~“,Xll 
is a neighborhood of (x0, x1) with the property that 2(y) C H(x, - x0) for 
every y E U. 
Now we define for convex sets a property (P) and show that this property 
is strongly related to (P)-spaces. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let V be a convex subset of X. Then V has property (P) 
if for every x E V, z E X with x + z E V there exist positive numbers c and 
b such that y + cz E Y holds for every y E V with II y - x I! < h. 
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LEMMA 5.4. X is a (P)-space ij at?d on/). if’ the closed uuit ball 
B(X) := {x E X : II x j/ :I: Ij has property (P). 
Proof: Let X be a (P)-space, x E B(k’) and z E X such that x /- z g B(X). 
If x is in the interior of B(X), then there exists E 0 such that 
(yEX: i’s -yj I c: 2~) C B(X), and with h :== E and c :-m= ci’: z 11 the require- 
ments of (5.3) are fulfilled. Let now x be a boundary point of B(X). Then 
x f z E B(X) implies ;I .Y -L z 11 >.” ‘, x / and, since X is a (P)-space, there 
exist positive numbers b and c such that I J’ -r~ cz ii ,I :j y ii for all y with 
il y -~ x ,I <-: b. Therefore, J’ +- cz is in B(X) for all J E B(X) with 
11 )’ ~-- .Y ,I ” : h. 
Let now B(X) have property (P) and let x, z be in X such that 
-ix + z :- 11 x /(. We may assume x -f 0. Define x1 := X/I’ x (/ and q .~-m “1  . ~ 
z/!: x ,I. Then x1 is in the boundary of B(X) and x1 + z1 E B(X). Hence, there 
exist b, \. 0 and cr :-- 0 such that y -+ clzl E B(X) for all y E B(X) with 
I! y -- x1 / < b, . For y with /I y 1; =-L 1, this implies that ‘1 y + clzl I’ ::< I. 
Choose b with 0 ( b < 1 so that I1 y/l1 JJ 1: x1 Ij < b, holds for all y with 
jl y - x1 11 <I b and define c :-- (I -- b) . (‘1 . Then for ally with /I y - ~r /’ < b 
the inequality 
holds, since cl!, y /I < c1 and ,j y/l! y ,j - x1 1’ c,. b, . Hence, we obtain finally 
11 y + cz /I .< Ii y 11 for all y with 11 y - x ,i <: b !, x 1;. 
Examples of sets with property (P) are linear subspaces, finite dimensional 
convex polyhedra, and intersections of finite families of half-spaces. Now we 
are ready to prove the continuity of the metric projection associated with 
sets having property (P). 
THEOREM 5.5. Let X be a (P)-space and V an approximatively compact 
convex subset with property (P). Then the set-valued metric projection Pv 
associated with V is continuous. 
Proof. Since V is approximatively compact, Pv is USC by a theorem of 
Singer [14, p. 3861. Suppose that Pv is not kc. Then there exist f~ X, 
u, E PFz(f) and c1 :> 0 such that the set 
{ g E x : Py( g) n B(Z’, ) Cl) F (-: ] 
is not a neighborhood off, that is, there exists a sequence ,fn which con- 
verges to f, such that 
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Let 1;, be elements of P&J. Since V is approximatively compact, a subse- 
quence z’71z converges to an element z+ E V, which is in p,(f). 
The closed segment [ur , ZI,] is a subset of PY(f) since PY(f) is convex. 
Define 
s, := {L. E [c r, z’,] : For each neighborhood W of z: the set 
Pv(fn) n W is nonvoid for infinitely many 173. 
By construction we have tiI 4 S, and c., E S, . Now we show that S, is closed. 
Let c3 be a cluster point of S, and W a neighborhood of zig . Then there is an 
element u4 in ,S, such that M’ is also neighborhood of 04. Hence, 
Pv(fn) n W i: ~3 for infinitely many II. 
Since S, is closed there is a maximal 19 in [0, l] for which 
zle := tig -t 8(v, - 02) 
is in S, . By virtue of Q $ S, and v.) E 5’, we obtain 0 < 1 and 
2 := (1 - B)(u, - VJ f 0. 
Now we have o1 2 ~3~ -+ z E V and, using c1 , vB E P,(f), 
Since V has property (P) there exists b > 0 and c > 0 such that u + cz E I/ 
for all v E V with /j c - v0 II < 6. Since X is a (P)-space, there exist b > 0 
and c > 0 such that 11 g - cz II < j] g / for all g E X with I/ g - (f - v,)/[ < b. 
(Obviously, we may choose b and c so that they are applicable for both 
statements.) 
Since v0 is in S, , there exists a subsequence fn. and elements wi in 
P,,(,fTLi) such that lim u’~ = z’~. We may assume 1: wi - ug 11 < b/2 and 
]ifn, -Jji < b/2. Then we obtain 
‘I(fni - 11.2 - (f - r,)ll 6 llfn i - J’II + II w, - ~0 II < b! 
whence it follows that 
Now we have wi + cz E V and wi E P,(fnJ, which yields wi + cz E P,(f,i). 
Therefore, vg + cz = lim(wi + cz), and, hence, vg + cz ES, . This contra- 
dicts the assumption that 0 was the maximal number such that v0 ES, . 
Thus, we have proved that Pv is kc. 
Finally, we show by an example that Theorem 5.5 is not correct if the 
hypothesis that Y has property (P) is omitted. We note that this exampIe 
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also shows that the conclusions (a) -:, (b) of [8, Theorem 61 and (A) -. (B) 
of [9, Theorem 21 are not valid. 
Let X be the space R3 provided with the maximum norm 
dx, . x., , ss)~ :=~ max(, s1 ‘> IL ‘, sg ~ ). 
For V we take the cone 
1” : = {(x, , x2 , x3) E R3 : (x, * x,)’ -: A-2’) : xiz, 0 x, I 1 I. 
which fails to have property (P). We determine P,, along the straight line 
{Cl, x2 3 0) : x2 E I?), and obtain that Pv is the whole segment [(0, 0, 0), (0, 0, I)] 
for 1 x2 1 -< I, and Pv is just one point of the circle 
iG% > x2 3 1) E R” : (x, -1. 1)” ; x2’ =: 1; 
for 1 x2 j > 1. Thus, P,, fails to be continuous. 
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